Go live for Campus Solutions 9.0 will be complete this summer. Once implementation is complete the HECN staff will need to start working on the Financial Aid Functional Users Group Design Requests. Dennis asked the FUG’s to review and prioritize DR’s from Version 8, the wish list items from Version 8 and a list of New/unimplemented features from CS9 and left over from PS Version 8.

Dennis reviewed the list of New/Unimplemented Features available with Oracle 9.0 and presented the other lists.

Robin Holden stated that the top priorities for UND would be:
- Repackaging
- Transfer Alert Monitoring
- Email Award notices
- Ready to Package
- Transfer Ready to package (excluding acg or smart)
- Aggregates level
- Forcing lender selection

Shelley agreed with the priorities and added
- Drop before census date
- Lender selection in self service

A short discussion was held and it was suggested that repackaging and Transfer Alert Monitoring be listed as priority one and two on the DR list followed by the remaining DR’s on the Version 8 list. A face to face FUG meeting to review and discuss DR priorities will be planned in the future. Suggested times were in late summer or fall.

Jeannie – Self Service enhancements are made in 9.0 and lender selection is different. Laurie expressed concern about forcing the student to select someone on our list. Would the student have an option to indicate a lender not on listed? Robin said they have a way to allow students to identify a different lender.
A discussion was held about lenders who no longer do student loans. Lender codes for students who had a loan in a previous year will automatically update when a student accepts their loan the next year. What if their lender now longer participates in the loan programs? How will we identify these students/loans? A work group has been created to look into identifying and resolving problems related to these loans.

Dennis reported that the go live date of June 13th looks good to go. Third round testing is scheduled for April 14, 15 and 16th. We will be testing by school and by modules. Security roles for testing will be collected by the CAC member. He also reported that many of the issues from previous testing have been resolved and ready for testing in April.

Lynn, reported progress on the NDUS Common Calendar policy change. The proposed changes will be in place for the 2009-2010 academic years. The common date changes are:

- The start date for both fall and spring semesters will be on a Monday.
- The last date to add or drop a class without notation will be the 10th day in the Fall semester and 11th day in the Spring. This will be equal to the last day to drop a class at 100% refund for the semester.

This is Lynn noted that this is not final and is going through the policy changer process.

Respectfully Submitted
Katie Nettell